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✓ No more worrying about running
of your medications

✓ Choose your monthly MedSync
“Fill Date”
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One fill date per month
means more time to enjoy
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What will YOU do with
YOUR extra time?
With DSP MedSync, ALL of your medications
edicationss
will be filled on the same date every month.
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Less stress, less trips to the pharmacy,
more time to spend doing what matters
ters most.
Our convenient, complimentary program
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How Does DSP MedSync Work?
✓

We determine and synchronize all
medications to your “Fill Date”

"I take 12 daily me
medications plus
vitamins. Sometimes
Sometim I would
forget to call my refills
refi in on time
and was making 5-7 trips a month
to the pharmacy.
pharmacy
MedSyn has made it
DSP MedSync
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and my caregiver.
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mon Such a
month!
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✓ You receive a monthly call from a MedSync
specialist seven days prior to your “Fill Date”

✓ During this consultation call we check in to
see how you are tolerating the medications
and document any changes in therapy

✓ We contact your physicians in advance for
any new refill requests

✓ We fill all of your MedSync prescriptions on
your "Fill Date" and notify you when ready
for pick-up or home delivery.

What if I'm not a current patient
at Delray Shores Pharmacy?
No problem! Just give us a call at 561.272.2124
or bring in your prescriptions. We'll take care
of the rest and get your medications transferred
to our DSP MedSync program.
Less Stress, More Time, and Healthier Living!
All with the DSP MedSync program

How do I enroll in the DSP MedSync Program?
Ho
1) Schedule a consult with one of our DSP MedSync experts
2) Bring ALL of your prescriptions, vitamins, and OTC medications to the consultation

3) Together we determine your MedSync monthly "Fill Date"
4) We provide you with an updated medication list for your records

